
I get regular information from Money Saving Expert (MSE) and the latest newsletter had tips for Christmas.  I have edited out 
some of the items and hope there may be some useful tips as we are now within 100 days of Christmas. 

Xmas MoneySaving Tips 

  by Jenny Keefe | Edited by Steve Nowottny  2020 

Sadly it's possible Christmas will be a bit different this year, but while that may be disappointing for many, it 

may at least help you spend less. There are lots of things you can do prepare now to reduce the financial stress 

and avoid being skint in January. 

1. Don't plan the perfect Christmas - first work out what you can afford 

Before you start planning, consider this: many list every lusted-for item, gifts for all, and a corking meal, then only 
afterwards consider: "How will I pay for it?" That's a recipe for ending up broke.  Instead, calculate your budget and ask: 
"What can I afford to spend?" Christmas is one day – don't ruin the whole of the next year for it. 

2. Time to ban unnecessary presents  

Consider not giving this Christmas. We're not talking about gifts from parents or grandparents, but the ever-widening 
glut of friends, extended family and colleagues. Christmas isn't a retail festival – we need to end obliged giving and 
think about what we're giving, to whom and why. If you're yelling over your wrapping paper "what about the joy of 
giving?" remember gift-giving creates an obligation on recipients to give back, whether they can afford it or not. For 
some, the gift of "not obliging you to buy for me" is actually better. 
You could always make a No Unnecessary Present Pact (NUPP) with friends, or at least agree to a Secret Santa or 
£5 to £10 cap on gifts. 

3. Fund lifesaving vaccines for kids and other charity gifts 

Gifts start from a few pounds and include school supplies, clean water, livestock, polio vaccines and more. 

4. Free (or very cheap) ways to sprinkle Christmas magic for kids 

Chances are your best childhood Christmas memories aren’t about beautifully co-ordinated baubles, Finest-range 
turkeys or even getting that year’s must-have toy. For many, it’s the build-up that’s the most fun - experiences that 
involve spending more time. 

Drive past twinkly streets after dark. Most areas have a street where Christmas lovers go all out, festooning their 
houses with bright lights and glowing reindeers. So hop in the car and drive round admiring the displays. It's worth 
searching local papers and Facebook groups for tips on the most festive areas. 

Snuggle up with The Polar Express and a hot chocolate. For instant cheer, grab a blanket, switch 

on the fairy lights and snuggle up with a Christmassy movie. The cheesier the better. Add a little luxury with hot 
chocolate topped with whipped cream or marshmallows. 
If you're looking for inspiration try Christmas Carol, Elf, Home Alone and It's A Wonderful Life.  
 
Read 'Twas The Night before Christmas. A lovely Christmas Eve ritual is cosying up with this lovely yuletide poem. 
Originally titled A Visit From Saint Nicholas, it's free on Kindle or you can print it off at TeacherVision.com. Try the Jolly 
Christmas Postman! 
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Leave some clues to make it look like Father Christmas has been. Santa's such a pro at plopping down the 
chimney, he rarely leaves evidence that he's paid a visit. So consider leaving a few clues yourself. After little ones 
have gone to bed, creep past their bedroom door and jingle some bells. 
 
A classic is leaving a trail of huge floury boot-prints (you can download a free stencil to help). You can also add some 
morning mystery by hiding a sleigh bell and half-munched carrot in the garden to be 'discovered'. And as Father 
Christmas probably wanted to put his feet up for five minutes, leave something heavy on the sofa overnight to make a 
dent "where he plonked his big bottom". 

 

Start the day in style with a special 'North Pole breakfast'. The idea is that kids come down one morning to see an 
unashamedly Christmassy spread laid out. 
 
Think pancakes shaped like snowmen with raisins for eyes, toast cut into reindeer or 'candy canes' made from slices 
of banana and strawberry. Frozen II cereal is available from Asda or how about these Christmas tree crumpets (also 
from Asda)? You could even serve some hot chocolate, depending on how hyped you want to them to get. 

Give back with a 'reverse Advent calendar'. Why not help restock food banks by making a 'reverse Advent 
calendar'? The idea is that instead of opening a door, each day your child helps you put food aside in a box to be 
given away to those in need. (Even if you've missed a few days of Advent, you could start this any time.) Once 
finished, take your donations along to a food bank. 
 
Call your local one to check which goods are most needed. The Trussell Trust is one of the biggest food bank 
charities in the UK, running two-thirds of food banks – check if it operates near you. 

Build a Gingerbread house. Kids will delight in building a Hansel and Gretel-style gingerbread house together, then 

covering it in marshmallows and dolly mixtures. You can do it from scratch by following a recipe online, or there may be 
a kit in a supermarket. Alternatively, just grab some cheap digestives and icing sugar, then do your own thing. 

Spot Santa's sleigh whizz through the stars – thanks to Nasa. To younger eyes, Nasa's International Space Station 
can look a lot like Father Christmas as it streaks across the night sky (clouds permitting). See when it's likely to be 
passing overhead – the schedule for Christmas should appear around the second week of December. 
 
There's also a nifty free site for your little ones to watch Santa's progress on Christmas Eve. Log on to NoradSanta.org. 

 

Start a fun Christmas tradition with 'elf on the shelf'. The 'elf on the shelf' is a tradition where you perch an elf on, 

well, the shelf... to report back to Santa on kids' behaviour. The idea is every night you construct scenarios for the 
children to discover in the morning. One night the elf might play Twister with other toys, the next she might write her 
name on the sink in toothpaste. 
 
You can pick up elves cheaply at pound shops or on eBay, and Pinterest is awash with ideas for different scenarios. 
Don't spend money to create scenes – just google for ideas on how to use what you already have at home. A big 
warning: the downside is you'll be leaping out of bed at midnight remembering that you haven't hidden it yet. 

Bust boredom by making your own Christmas decorations and cookies. There's no need to spend a fortune on 

transforming your place into a John Lewis ad.  String up popcorn or make paper chains in jolly colours (pound shops 
often sell kits to make it a little easier). Alternatively, cut out snowflakes, create tree toppers out of loo roll tubes or cut 
up old Christmas cards to make 'baubles'. It all adds character, and Pinterest is choc-a-block with crafty ideas. Then 
on Christmas Eve, why not bake some Christmas cookies for Santa? 

Wrap up for a winter forest walk. Make it a Christmas tradition to don your gloves and scarves, and head off for a 
winter walk in the woods. Pick up handfuls of fir cones to paint, then deck the house out with them. 
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Camp out under the Christmas tree. Nothing heralds "it's Chrrrriistmas" like the moment you put the tree up. Celebrate 
by camping out in the living room under the twinkly lights that night (or any night you like). 
Set up a makeshift camp with a torch, rugs, cushions and stuffed animals. Complete the experience by roasting 
marshmallows or s'mores. 

 

Create a book Advent calendar. OK, this one's not free, but can be done cheaply. Instead of the traditional 

chocolate, wrap 24 books to be read each evening of Advent. If a little late to do the full 24, there's still time to do the 
12 days of Christmas if you prefer. 
The Book People has some great cheap collections that are perfect for this. Otherwise, library sales and charity shops 
are a good bet. 

Carols and Christingles. Get into the Christmas spirit by attending a traditional candlelit carol concert. Churches 
often have special services such as Christingles, where all the kids are given Christingle oranges with candles in 
them, and the lights are dimmed. (If we are at a point where something like this can happen!) 
 

Mark the passage of time with a special book or video. How about getting a hardback notebook that you write in 
each year? Each family member writes what they want and if they've been good, their highlights for that year and their 
hopes and plans for the one ahead. It's fun to see how things have changed (or haven't). 
Another option is to film the kids coming down the stairs or into the living room each year, then saving the videos so you 
can see how they've grown. When they're older, you can edit it into one big video. 

Head to school fayres for cheap Christmas entertainment. There's no need to head to a posh department store to 

sit on Santa's knee. Schools' Christmas bazaars usually feature a Father Christmas grotto for a few quid.   
Alternatively, check out local garden centres, often decked out in festive decorations and free to visit. Local children's 
centres run free events too – you'll often find these listed on Facebook's events section.  This may be another casualty 
of Covid 19! 

 

Spread festive cheer with a free kindness Advent calendar. Shift the focus of Christmas back to giving this year by 

printing a free kindness Advent calendar (you may have missed the first few days, but no one's checking). It suggests 
good deeds children (or adults) can do in the countdown to the big day. Ideas include 'call a faraway relative', 'visit an 
elderly neighbour' and 'give kind comments to people'. 
If you have a nativity set, another tradition little ones love is to put a piece of straw in the manger each time someone 
in the family does something kind. The idea is that, by Christmas Eve, baby Jesus has a nice warm bed to sleep in. 

Buy one special decoration each year. Rather than grabbing heaps of tree ornaments, keep costs down by getting 

each child to pick out (or make) one special decoration each year. You could select an ornament linked to something 
that made the year special, such as starting school or learning to ride a bike. Your tree will become a lovely hodgepodge 
of memories. 

Give to a Christmas present appeal. To help little ones find their Christmas spirit and understand its true meaning, 

get them to choose a gift for a child who might not normally receive a present. 
The Salvation Army runs one of the biggest schemes (contact your nearest centre for details). There may also be local 
appeals near you. 
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Track down top free events near you, eg, Christmas singalongs and lights switch-ons. The web is a goldmine of 
free activities. Organisations from children's centres to churches lay on free festive happenings. 
To find these, try 'Liking' on Facebook the pages of every local library, museum, wild life trust, country park, church and 
children's centre. Then scroll down to events on the left-hand side of their pages. A quick run through local ones last 
year found a free winter woodland trail, elf fun run and Christmas lights switch-on event. 
Eventbrite often comes up trumps too. Filter by 'family and education' and 'free', then search for Christmas – it will 
generate a list of top activities near you. For example, I found a Christmas singalong at a library and a decoration-
making session at a historic home. 

Got a printer? Make use of free Christmas colouring pages. The internet is a treasure trove of free festive colouring 
pages to print off online. Check out Crayola and SuperColouring – search Christmas for thousands of options. 
Also have a look for printable seasonal activities on the official sites of whatever your little'un is into, 
whether Disney, Puffin Books or Paw Patrol. 

5. Haven't used it since last Christmas? Flog it 

If a few quid more in the Xmas fund would really help, act now. Flogging things via eBay is a good way to start.  
Facebook has been snapping at eBay's heels as the place to flog unwanted stuff, though. The best bit is sales are 
often instant and there are NO fees, so you keep the profit. If you prefer speed and ease rather than max price, 
several sites let you enter details, they offer a price, and you post goods free.  

6. Buy a cheap turkey – and don't forget to downshift to a cheaper supermarket 

To test this, on Martin's TV show he held a blind taste-test party for nurses at a hospital with champers, turkeys and 
more. They preferred the lower-brand goods (or couldn't tell the difference) 62% of the time. So, don't be a retail snob. 
Taste with your tongue, not by looking at the packaging. And buy what's right for you, not the shop.  

7. Boost funds by up to 6% with supermarket stamps 

Supermarket saving stamp schemes encourage year-long saving for Christmas, yet a loophole allows you to get a 
year's bonus in one day. .Most shops pay it depending on how much you've saved by a specific day or month. So 
dunk the cash in the day before, and the store will add up to 6% on top, but the cash must be spent at its shops. 
ASDA is the favourite for Colin and me! 

8. Fivers... sub-£5 gift ideas 

Back in 2012, our Festive Fivers contest set a challenge to come up with the best 'make or buy' sub-£5 presents. And 
while it was a few years ago now, many of the ideas still work just as well today. Here are some of our top picks which 
definitely still work today: 

The 12 Dates of Christmas. Make a date night package which plans a date for each month of the new year, such as 

a picnic in the park or a candlelit bubble bath. Once you’ve planned the dates, write them on cards and decorate.  

Santa's Sleigh Bell (for kids - SPOILER ALERT). Plant a fallen bell in the garden on Christmas morning, saying it’s 

a fallen bell from “Santa’s sleigh”. Kids’ll love it.  

Balloon box. Fill up a box with loads of blown-up balloons and wrap it – it’s sure to provide hours of fun and shouldn’t 

cost more than a fiver. (Please supervise very young children, as balloons can choke them.) 

Elegant chocolate slabs. You pay £7+ in fancy shops, but homemade chocolate slabs are easy(ish) and cheap to 

make.  

9. Swap your chequebook for our free Christmas gift cheques 

Presents don't have to equate to big bucks. Whether it's a neck or hand massage for your loved one, babysitting or 
letting the kids have a sleepover, your time could be the best present. So pledge to do something nice, not spend, by 
writing free Christmas gift cheques. 
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10. Be wary when buying gift cards 

If you're considering giving gift cards or vouchers there are four key things you should be aware of: 

a. Sometimes retailers go bust. A host of big name retailers have gone into administration in recent years. When this 

happens, they usually stop accepting cards altogether and there's very little you can do to get your money back. See 
our MSEs Administration Help guide for what you can try if you have a gift card for a company that has gone bust. 

b. Gift cards have expiry dates. Most gift cards must be redeemed within a certain period of time, so the recipient 
needs to spend them before time runs out. 

c. Beware of admin fees. Some companies will begin reducing your balance if you don't use the card within a certain 
timeframe, such as the multi-shop gift card provider One4all, which deducts 90p a month from your balance once 
you've had the card 18 months. 

d. They could forget or lose them. Often people forget to use them, lose them or accidentally run them through the 

wash. 
Taking into account all of the above, we think giving cash is a much better alternative to gift cards.  If however you still 
want to buy one, there are some multi-shop gift cards, such as Love2shop, which you would be able to use at other 
retailers in the scheme if one shop went bust. 

11. Don't give your online return rights away when you give Christmas presents 

Order goods online, and in the majority of cases you've 14 days after they arrive to cancel the order, and a further 14 
days to send back any items.  This is great if you change your mind, need a different size or want the item in a 
different colour. But if you've ordered a Christmas present online, there's a chance that by the time someone's 
unwrapped it, that window will have closed. So make sure you're happy with what you've ordered BEFORE you wrap 
it, so you don't lose your legal return rights. Of course, many stores go above and beyond your statutory rights and 
offer extended returns policies over the Christmas period, but they don’t have to, so remember to check. 

For more information see MSE Consumer Rights guide.  

12. Set up a Christmas cupboard, then POUNCE on the biggest discounts 

Make a list of who you need to buy for and whenever you see goods at decent prices, grab, wrap, and stuff 'em in a 
Christmas cupboard.  For cheap yet thoughtful gifts, the Free Photo Prints deals page lists the top photo book, 
canvas, card and calendar discount codes, and you just pay postage 

13. Get fancy perfumes for a basic price 

Forget department stores. A whole bunch of specialist online sellers offer perfume for a fraction of the high street 
price.  Better still, buy the even cheaper unboxed bottles, then get a pretty box and wrapping for a couple of quid.  

14. Find the cheapest place to buy gifts in seconds 

The web usually beats the high street on price. To help, comparison sites search the net to find the cheapest CDs, 
books, games or anything else. MSE found Google Shopping is the most consistent at finding the cheapest price – the 
MSE Deals team even use it as a starting point when checking out deals. Google Shopping searches a wide range of 
retailers, including biggies such as Amazon, Currys PC World, John Lewis and Tesco 

15. DON'T borrow for Christmas... but if you must, get a 0% card 

Far better to budget, but no matter what we say, some will borrow. See the MSE 0% Spending guide for full options. If 
you can't get 0% in time and it was your only option, frankly, cancel Christmas spending. Just enjoy a meal, raise a 
glass and focus on a financially good New Year. 
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16. Try our DemoHoHotivator tool to see what you can save 

Small sacrifices add up. Eg, if you stop buying a 60p Mars Bar every day from now until Christmas, you'll have £60 
extra in the festive kitty.  

17. Find hidden local eBay bargains 

If you like eBay whether Wiis or children's books, eBay sellers often specify items must be collected in person. As this 
means fewer bids, there are bargains to be had. 

18. Grab cashback on prezzies 

With cashback sites, you sign up for free, then click through them to buy something. They get paid for sending traffic 
and give some of this to you, netting some £100s a year.  Never let the cashback dictate where you spend though. 
Focus on the cheapest deal, then see if cashback's available.  

19. Book train tickets in advance 
Of course, it might be a bit different this year, as we don't know what the rules on family gatherings will be, but rail 
operators generally launch tickets 10-12 weeks before the date of travel and you can sign up to get a free alert when 
your tickets go on sale.  
Even if you've left it late, don't assume you've missed the boat (or rather, train). Always check if cheap advance tickets 
are still available before travelling – many firms now let you buy them on the day.  

20. Double-check Christmas delivery's specified 

If Christmas goods are late, you can only complain if you or the retailer specified (and can prove) it was for pre-
Christmas delivery. Then it's a breach of contract, and you've a right to a refund. Even if Christmas delivery isn't 
specified though, things should be delivered within a 'reasonable time'. See MSE Consumer Rights guide for more 
details on your rights. 

21. Track Santa as he delivers prezzies 

There's a nifty free site for your little ones to watch Santa's progress on Christmas Eve. Log on to NoradSanta.org (it 
launches again on 1 December). 

22. Find big discounts at online outlet stores 

Many drive miles to outlet villages to snap up end-of-line bargains. Yet now, lots of high street and high-end shops 
have online outlet stores. You can usually find them on eBay or via special websites. Big names include Argos, M&S, 
Superdry and many more. 

23. How to do good at Christmas 

It's become an MSE tradition to remind MoneySavers of those in need at Christmas. You may still be counting the 
pennies, yet there are many ways to do some good for free. 

Eg, click through to The Hunger Site and amid a pile of banners you'll see a yellow button at the top of the page with 
the message 'Click here – it's free!' Do so and some foodstuff is bought for someone, somewhere, who is hungry. 

Is there a catch? No. It's a win-win-win situation for those in need, the user and the sponsors, as they create good 
public relations for themselves. 

24. Make a list – and check it twice 

Christmas shopping on impulse is dangerous. So make an old-fashioned shopping list and stick to it. Remember, 
shops spend a fortune on targeting your spending impulses – a list helps you beat them. Even if you're shopping on 
the high street, remember to benchmark the prices using shopbots first. 
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25. Sort Xmas post early 

If using Royal Mail, ensure you send parcels and letters before the last posting date. The cut-off depends on where 
and how you send your post. 
 
Eg, this year the cut-off for second-class UK mail is Friday 18 December 2020 and for standard international to 
Australia it's Friday 11 December. See Royal Mail for the full list of dates. 

26. Use the web to cut delivery costs 

Sending a package to friends? If it's more than 2kg, you can save a packet (sorry) using a discount web courier 
instead of Royal Mail – and even have goods collected from your home. See MSE Cheap Parcel Delivery information. 

27. Comping for Crimbo prezzies 

Try comping – systematically sourcing and entering 100s of the right competitions using web gadgets. From cars to 
five-star USA holidays, MoneySavers have won it all. Smaller prizes such as toys, handbags and gift vouchers make 
cracking gifts. No guarantees, but why not give it a try? See the MSE 40+ Comping Tips guide. 

28. Do a 'robo' secret Santa 

Thankfully now widespread in offices, there's no reason not to extend this to loved ones. For those who don't know, 
everyone's name goes into a hat, then you draw out who you're buying for. So you only buy and receive one gift, 
usually within a spending limit. 
These days you don’t even need the hat – an online tool can organise it all for you with a few clicks. 
One of the slickest is free site Elfster. Just sign up, enter a few details such maximum budget and the date you’ll do 
the exchange. You can either enter the other people’s emails or cut and paste a sign-up link. You can even set up 
wishlists. Another free option worth a look is Drawnames, which works in a similar way. 
 

29. Pay by credit card if it's over £100 
Sadly, firms go bust. If that happens and ordered goods haven't arrived, or have but are faulty, it's a nightmare. 
However, Section 75 laws mean if you use a credit card (not debit card, cheque or cash) to pay even partly for 
something costing between £100 and £30,000, the card company's jointly liable for the whole amount.  If the firm goes 
bust, you can get redress from the card firm instead – valuable extra protection. Though only do this if you can clear 
the card in full each month to avoid interest.  Section 75 doesn't apply to purchases under £100, but there's still an 
option which can help if you use a Visa, Mastercard or Amex credit card, or any debit or charge card.  If the goods 
don't appear or are faulty, you can ask your bank/card provider to reclaim the cash from the seller's bank, so long as 
you start the chargeback process within 120 days of realising there's a problem. See the Chargeback guide. 

 

30. Get a gift receipt or ask the shop to write 'it's a gift' 

Legally, only the person who bought the gift has rights, so the recipient can't exchange. Many shops ignore this and 
will help, but for safety, ask for a gift receipt. If a store offers gift receipts it suggests it's willing to deal with the 
recipient rather than the buyer. You should be able to exchange an item, though if you want a refund the retailer may 
insist that the payment be refunded to the same card. Alternatively, get the shop assistant to write on its copy of the 
receipt, and yours, that it's a gift and who it's for, eg, "bought as a gift for Bob Smith" and this again should help to at 
least exchange the item. 

31. DON'T think 'no receipt' means 'no return' 

With faulty goods, you just need to prove you purchased them. This could be the receipt, but other legit records such 
as bank statements should be fine. If you've no legal right but are just utilising a store's returns policy, and the policy 
requires a receipt, you do need one.  
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32. Bag 5% cashback on every gift you buy 
Cashback credit cards pay you every time you spend on them. You grab one, set up a direct debit to repay in 
full every month so it's interest-free, and to boost the gain, use it for all spending.  Always repay IN FULL each 
month or you'll pay 22.2% APR interest, which wipes out the gains from the cashback. 

33. Grab end-of-sale bargains 

Grab giftwrap, Christmas cards, baubles, decorations or even a new plastic tree as heavy discounts hit in January.  
Ideally buy eco-friendly though! 

34. Give snowman soup and more 

MoneySaving's about cutting bills, not cutting back – thrift's about spending time, not cash.  

a. Give kids snowman soup. Little'uns don't care what it costs. A perennial favourite's snowman soup – hot chocolate, 
marshmallows and some choc chips, all wrapped up in a cellophane cone. Or naughtier, there's reindeer poo. Kids go 
ape for easy-to-make sock monkeys too. 

b. Thrifty cards, decorations and more. Get crafty, and rustle up some decorations, cards and wrapping paper that 

would put Kirstie Allsopp to shame. Get kids involved too, with hand prints or potato stamps on cards/brown paper. 

35. Start saving early to spread the cost (might help this year, certainly for 2021) 

A typical family expected to spend £725 on Christmas 2019, according to Nationwide Building Society. Yet many 
struggle to foot it from December's pay packet alone and end up borrowing.  So next year, why not put money aside 
from January? Better than borrowing and paying back later with interest. Work out your budget, then use our Top 
Savings Accounts guide to find the most profitable home for your cash. 

If you can't afford to save, cut your cloth accordingly. 

If you can, try to reduce Christmas wrapping paper as it is not recyclable.  After Christmas pass 
the cards you would have binned or recycled to me and I will make gift tags from any that are 
suitable, and put them in church for people to take and use. 

  
 

https://forums.moneysavingexpert.com/discussion/1189961/snowman-soup-questions-merged
https://forums.moneysavingexpert.com/discussion/1990513/does-anyone-know-the-short-version-of-reindeer-poop
https://forums.moneysavingexpert.com/discussion/1078021/sock-monkeys
https://forums.moneysavingexpert.com/discussion/3452101/handmade-christmas-decorations
https://forums.moneysavingexpert.com/discussion/3738717/making-cards-ideas-part-6
https://forums.moneysavingexpert.com/discussion/3519877/homemade-gift-wrap
https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/banking/budget-planning/
https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/savings/savings-accounts-best-interest/
https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/savings/savings-accounts-best-interest/

